We studied the long-term temporal dynamics of the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria, a relevant functional group in the coastal marine microbial food web, using high-throughput sequencing of the pufM gene coupled with multivariate, time series and co-occurrence analyses at the Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory (NW Mediterranean). Additionally, using metagenomics, we tested whether the used primers captured accurately the seasonality of the most relevant AAP groups. Phylogroup K (Gammaproteobacteria) was the greatest contributor to community structure over all seasons, with phylogroups E and G (Alphaproteobacteria) being prevalent in spring. Diversity indices showed a clear seasonal trend, with maximum values in winter, which was inverse to that of AAP abundance. Multivariate analyses revealed sample clustering by season, with a relevant proportion of the variance explained by day length, temperature, salinity, phototrophic nanoflagellate abundance, chlorophyll a, and silicate concentration. Time series analysis showed robust rhythmic patterns of co-occurrence, but distinct seasonal behaviors within the same phylogroup, and even within different amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) conforming the same operational taxonomic unit (OTU). Altogether, our results picture the AAP assemblage as highly seasonal and recurrent but containing ecotypes showing distinctive temporal niche partitioning, rather than being a cohesive functional group.
Introduction
Bacteria are extremely abundant and diverse in the ocean where they drive most biogeochemical cycles. Recent developments in sequencing technologies have allowed studying microbial diversity at unprecedented scales. Mapping microbial communities in hundreds of samples from recent global expeditions has resulted in a comprehensive picture of how they vary across space [1] [2] [3] . Likewise, long-term microbial observatories are key to understand microbial variation over time, particularly in temperate zones encompassing contrasting meteorological seasons [4, 5] . To date, different seasonal studies conducted in fixed stations in the Atlantic (Bermuda Atlantic Time Series Study, Western English Channel Time Series) and Pacific (Hawaii Ocean Time Series, San Pedro Ocean Time Series (SPOT)) Oceans, and in the Mediterranean Sea (Service d'Observation du Laboratoire Arago Station) concur that plankton turnover is mostly driven by the environment, and that the seasonal patterns are repeatable over time [6] [7] [8] .
Thus far, most seasonal studies have focused on determining the variation of phylogenetic groups based on 16 or 18S rRNA gene sequencing for bacterioplankton and eukaryotic plankton respectively [6, [9] [10] [11] . However, these phylogenetic units may include different ecotypes given that closely related or even identical rRNA gene-identified species can possess different functional traits [12] as a result of processes such as horizontal gene transfer (HGT) that can disconnect functional from phylogenetic diversity [13] . While a considerable amount of information on the seasonality of bulk microbial communities and of some particular phylogroups exists (i.e. [14] ), the seasonality of individual functional groups is barely known.
A functional guild of particular interest is the polyphyletic (i.e., derived from more than one common ancestor through HGT) aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria. These organisms have the ability of photoheterotrophy, that is, they are capable of using both organic matter and light as energy sources [15] . Their discovery challenged previous simplistic views of the structure of ocean microbial food webs [16] . AAP bacteria are relatively common in the euphotic zone of the oceans [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , exhibit faster growth rates than other bacterioplankton groups [22, 23] and their cells are in general larger than most marine heterotrophic bacteria [24] . Altogether, these characteristics make them relevant in the ecosystem by processing a large amount of organic matter (see review by [15] ).
Phylogenetically, the AAPs belong to the Alphaproteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria. However, since these organisms acquired the ability of photoheterotrophy through HGT, the 16S rRNA gene, typically used for identifying prokaryotes, cannot be used as a genetic marker of AAPs in environmental studies. Alternatively, the pufM gene, present in all anoxygenic phototrophs containing type-2 reaction centers, is routinely used in AAP diversity surveys. Based on the phylogeny of this gene and the structure of the puf operon, Yutin et al. [25] defined 12 distinct phylogroups (named from A-L) using metagenomic data from the Global Ocean Survey. Currently, the taxonomic assignation of short environmental sequences of the pufM gene is commonly done using this 12-phylogroup classification. In recent years, several authors have investigated their diversity and community structure in relation to environmental gradients across spatial scales using the variability of this marker gene [18, 20, [25] [26] [27] [28] but much less is known about their temporal dynamics. Two independent studies conducted in the NW Mediterranean [29] and the East coast of Australia [28] examined the variability of AAPs using pufM amplicon sequencing and showed that these assemblages seem to be highly dynamic. These two studies analyzed only 1 year of samples but long-term surveys are necessary to understand their seasonal and interannual patterns of biodiversity, stability, predictability, interactions between species, and responses to environmental changes.
We present here the first long-term exploration of marine AAP assemblages using Illumina sequencing of the amplified pufM gene from monthly samples taken over 10 years at the coastal Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory (BBMO) in the NW Mediterranean Sea. We define the temporal patterns and unveil their recurrence, explore the long-term interactions between the different phylogroups, and identify the main environmental drivers acting upon the observed patterns. Taking advantage of the recent appearance of threshold-free algorithms for amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) analysis, which surpass the clustering of sequences based on similarity cutoffs [30, 31] , we have gone one step beyond previous studies and explored the seasonality of ASVs potentially representing different AAP ecotypes at a more fine-grained level. These analyses ultimately allow us to explore the level of ecological consistency within the different phylogenetic clades, i.e. whether the different AAP phylotypes are ecologically cohesive or, contrarily, each phylogroup includes organisms presenting temporal niche partitioning. Additionally, by comparing the sequences recovered through amplicon sequencing to those extracted from metagenomes, we test whether the used primers are adequate to evaluate the seasonality of the dominant AAP groups.
Material and methods

Location and sample collection
Surface water was collected monthly as described elsewhere [29] from the Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory (41°40′N, 2°48′E), a shallow (~20 m) coastal site about 1 km offshore in the NW Mediterranean coast. A total of 120 samples, from January 2004 to December 2013 were collected and in situ prefiltered through a 200-µm mesh. Several environmental parameters were measured alongside sample collection as described in Supplementary Information 1. The measured variables as well as day length were included in an environmental data table containing a total of 23 biotic and abiotic variables that was used for statistical analysis. The environmental data are shown in Figures S1 and S2. The astronomical seasons (based on equinoxes and solstices) were used for establishing spring, summer, autumn and winter periods. Additionally, the mixing layer depth (MLD) was obtained for the first months of 2004 and from 2008 to 2010 as defined in [32] .
40 mM EDTA pH 8.0, and 0.75 M sucrose), kept at −80°C and extracted using the phenol-chloroform protocol as in Massana et al. [33] . Note that AAP bacteria attached to particles larger than 3 µm were not the subject of this study.
Partial amplification of the pufM gene (~245 bp fragments) was done in 50 µl reactions using primers pufM forward (5′-TACGGSAACCTGTWCTAC-3′, [34] ) and puf_WAW reverse (5′-AYNGCRAACCACCANGCCCA-3′, [35] ), each at 0.2 µM final concentration. The final concentration of MgCl 2 was 2 mM. PCR conditions were as follows: an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 5 min and 35 cycles at 95°C (30s), 58°C (30s), 72°C (40s) and a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 min. Sequencing was performed in an Illumina MiSeq sequencer (2 × 250 bp, Research and Testing Laboratory; http://rtlgenomics.com/). Primers and spurious sequences were trimmed using cutadapt v1.14 [36] . DADA2 v1.4 was used to differentiate exact sequence variants and remove chimeras (parameters: maxN = 0, maxEE = c(2,4), trunclen = c(200,200)) [30] . DADA2 resolves ASVs by modeling the errors in Illuminasequenced amplicon reads. The approach is threshold-free, inferring exact variants up to 1 nucleotide of difference using the quality score distribution in a probability model. For comparison purposes, the ASVs were clustered using UCLUST [37] at 94% of nucleic acid sequence similarity, a threshold typically used for the pufM gene [38] . After filtering for chimeras and spurious sequences with DADA2, 74% of the initial reads (mean 25692, min. 4172, max. 135331) were kept for downstream analyses. Sample BL120313 (13 March 2012) was discarded due to low read counts (836 reads). DADA2 read filtering details can be found in Supplementary Table 1 . Moreover, in order to determine whether the primers used in this PCR-based approach captured the seasonality patterns accurately, we used 35 metagenomes generated from the same time-series (samples from years 2011 to 2013; see a detailed explanation in Supplementary Information 2) for comparison. Copy numbers of the marker gene pufM were estimated by quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) as described in Ferrera et al. [39] (see Supplementary Information 3 for details).
Phylogenetic classification
A custom-made database was generated combining sequences from previous AAP studies [25, 27, 40, 41] , variants present in the Integrated Microbial Genomes system [42] and other pufM sequences from the GenBank database. Additionally, the predicted sequences from the BBMO metagenomes were included in this database. The nucleotide sequences were aligned with the guidance of amino acid translations using TranslatorX [43] , with a posterior manual curation after filtering the sequences by length (>600 bp). From the alignment, a phylogenetic tree was constructed with RAxML v8.2 [44] (GTRGAMMA model, 1000 bootstraps), and the phylogroups were delimited in the resulting tree using iTOL [45] (Figure S3) . Afterwards, the phylogenetic placement of the amplicon nucleotide sequences was performed with the Evolutionary Placement Algorithm v0.2 [46] to establish their phylogroup classification. Finally, to determine potential primer biases, the forward and reverse primers were contrasted against the nucleotide alignment.
Statistical analyses
All analyses were performed using the R language, with phyloseq and vegan packages [47] [48] [49] . Alphadiversity was analyzed using the Chao1 and Shannon indices [50] . Betadiversity was analyzed using a Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix with a previous normalization through rarefying to 4172 reads per sample [51, 52] . We used distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA, [53] ) to find the environmental predictors (scaled to the mean) that best explained the patterns of community structure and diversity of AAPs over time, with a previous multivariate non-parametric ANOVA for selecting significant variables (p < 0.01). A time-decay analysis of the assemblage was computed excluding rare ASVs as recommended elsewhere [54] . ASVs were considered rare when presenting less than 1% of relative abundance from the rarefied dataset following the Alonso-Sáez et al. [55] criterion.
Time series analysis
Fourier time series analysis was performed to study the AAP assemblage dynamics over a decade. An interpolation of the discarded sample (BL120313) was used to maintain equidistant time points. Values were normalized through the Aitchison log-centered ratio transformation (CLR), adequate for compositional data [56] . A Fisher G-test with the R package GeneCycle was used to determine the significance (p < 0.01) of the periodic components [57] . The time series was decomposed in three components, seasonal periodicity (oscillation inside each period), trend (evolution over time) and residuals, through local regression by the stl function. Additionally, the autocorrelogram was calculated using the acf function.
Network construction
We used Local Similarity Analysis (LSA) [58, 59] with a previous CLR transformation for network construction. Briefly, given a time series data and a delay limit, LSA finds the configuration that yields the highest local similarity (LS) score. Only the ASVs present in >5 samples and the environmental variables presenting <5% of missing values were used. The remaining missing values for the variables after filtering were estimated by imputation with the mice package [60] . Only interactions with LS ≥ 0.5, p < 0.001 and 1-month delay were considered. The network was plotted using the ggraph package [61] .
Reproducibility
The code for preprocessing and statistical analyses along with package versions is available in the following repository: https://gitlab.com/aauladell/AAP_time_series. Sequence data have been deposited in Genbank under accession number PRJNA449272.
Results and discussion
Patterns of community composition and structure
The amplicon sequences retrieved from 10 years of sampling resulted in a total of 820 ASVs whereas the number of OTUs was 406 (94% similarity cutoff). Of the total ASVs, 276 presented only one nucleotide variation between sequences. In comparison with previous temporal studies (82 OTUs detected in [29] , 89 in [28] ), our study presents a more complete picture of the pufM diversity and is the largest dataset of AAP diversity reported to date. Estimates of richness were higher during winter (mean 51, max. 126 observed ASVs), decreasing to minimum values in the spring-summer period, i.e. during May-August (mean 35, max. 77) (Fig. 1 ). The differences between winter and spring/summer were statistically significant (ANOVA, p < 0.05). A similar trend was observed when computing the Shannon index ( Fig. 1 ). Comparing the amplicon with the metagenomic data from 2011 to 2013, we observed that whereas 188 OTUs and 357 ASVs were present in the amplicons for that period, only a total of 84 different pufM sequences were recovered from the metagenomes. However, the Shannon diversity index for the two datasets presented a positive correlation (Pearson R = 0.81, p = 0.001, N = 35) and they followed the same trend of increasing values in winter (Fig. 1) .
A notable negative correlation between day length and the Shannon index was observed (Pearson R = −0.57, p < 0.01, N = 119). That relationship of diversity with day length had previously been observed in long-term bulk bacterioplankton community studies [8] , as well as with specific phylogenetic groups such as the SAR11 [62] . A possible explanation is that the deep winter mixing allows the development of high diversity assemblages in contrast to the selection of specific oligotrophic ecotypes occurring during the stratified summer season [62] . In fact, mixed layer depth was a significant predictor of the Shannon diversity index (Spearman R = 0.56, p < 0.001, N = 35, Figure S4 ). Interestingly, this trend of higher alphadiversity in winter is opposed to that of AAP abundance ( Figure S5 ); higher abundances of the pufM gene during spring and summer were measured by qPCR as compared to winter and fall (p < 0.01). We also found a positive correlation between the qPCR data and the abundance of pufM sequences retrieved in the 3 years of metagenomes (Pearson R = 0.77, p < 0.001, N = 12) ( Figure S6 ), in which higher abundances were found in spring followed by summer. These results support previous observations obtained through various methodological approaches ( [29] using microscopy counts, [28] using qPCR and [7] using metagenomics) and confirm that there is a clear inverse relationship between AAP bacterial abundance and diversity. Regarding community composition across the decadal period (Fig. 2, Figure S7 ), phylogroup K (Gammaproteobacteria affiliated to the NOR5/OM60 clade) was the most prevalent and dominant over the years (83.8% ± SE 2.3, mean relative abundance), in agreement with previous reports for this station [29] and for other regions such as the Baltic Sea [63] . Yet, a decrease in their contribution was observed during February and March (down to 59.6 and 52% on average respectively). During these months, the contribution of phylogroup E (Rhodobacter-like) to community structure was greater, albeit with a high variation over the decade (±26% SD). The previous 1-year study of AAP diversity conducted by Ferrera et al. [29] reported a similar observation and, moreover, a study of the 16 S rRNA gene diversity from the same location also suggested that Alphaproteobacteria dominate the bacterial assemblages during the local spring bloom [64] . Regarding phylogroups D, F (Rhodobacterales-like), H (uncultured), J (Rhodospirillales-like), I (Betaproteobacteria), Sphingomonas-like and the unclassified ASVs, these presented a mean relative contribution below 1% in the amplicon dataset. These groups displayed occasional peaks (>1% relative abundance) with no clear periodic trend. For example, Sphingomonas-like AAPs showed a contribution of 14% in February 2012 ( Figure S7 ). Overall, these observations are similar to those obtained from the metagenomic distribution (3 years instead of 10) with a good agreement in the relative abundance recovered for the prevailing phylogroups E and K as well as for the less common Sphingomonas-like sequences (correlation values: 0.9, 0.69 and 0.91, respectively; Table S2 ). Contrarily, phylogroup G seems to be underrepresented in the amplicon dataset likely due to the presence of 3-5 mismatches in the forward primer with the most abundant metagenomic variants. Metagenomics is often considered the least biased approach for functional gene analysis since the method is PCR-independent and does not suffer from amplification biases that could result in misrepresentation of the relative abundances of certain populations. Nonetheless, for a given time and money investment, metagenomes retrieve less copies of specific marker genes, offering thus less inquiry potential if the main purpose of our study is the barcoding of a particular group of organisms. We found that richness estimates were higher using amplicon data since more variants of the pufM gene were recovered with that approach than from metagenomes, but the seasonal trends in diversity identified by both methodologies were remarkably similar (Fig. 1) . Likewise, in terms of community structure there was a good agreement for the most prevailing groups with the exception of phylogroup G. Moreover, the seasonal trends observed at the phylogroup and even at the sequence variant level recovered using these two distinct methodological approaches, presented a close resemblance (Figures S8 and S9, see Seasonality at the fine scale section below).
Noteworthy, the amplicon approach allowed identifying the seasonal tendencies of many more individual ecotypes than what would have been possible through metagenomics, while metagenomics captured some low abundance groups missing in the amplicon dataset. In particular, phylogroups A, B, C, and L, accounting for a total relative abundance of 7.0, 3.1, 3.9, and 0.2%, respectively, were only retrieved through metagenomics.
Primer coverage analysis revealed that the forward primer contains between 3 and 8 mismatches with the metagenomic sequences from these phylogroups (details not shown), which could explain their absence in the amplicon dataset and why these groups are rarely reported in AAP surveys based on amplicon sequencing [27, 28] . Exceptionally, Ferrera et al. [29] reported the presence of one single OTU of phylogroup C contributing substantially (13% relative abundance) to the community during winter in Blanes Bay, which differs from the present results. To investigate this discrepancy, we carefully compared the sequence of this OTU to our updated database and found that it had been misclassified and it belongs to phylogroup K while does not show any significant similarity to the new phylogroup C sequences retrieved from the metagenomes. These observations highlight the need to increase the information present in databases to obtain accurate taxonomic assignations. In fact, only a few isolates from phylogroup K exist and none is available for phylogroup C, hampering the classification of these groups as discussed elsewhere [65] . In contrast, phylogroups F, H, I, and J (<1% total relative abundance) were recovered only when using amplicons. Their low relative abundance possibly explains their absence in the metagenomic dataset. Overall, these results remark the need to undertake a revision of the primers typically used for high-throughput sequencing of the pufM gene in order to increase their phylogenetic recovery but, at the same time, demonstrate that PCR-free metagenomics and amplicon-based approaches perform in a comparable fashion in recovering the major AAP groups and, most importantly, that the seasonal patterns observed through amplicon sequencing are robust.
Patterns of betadiversity and recurrence
Non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) using various distance measurements indicated a clear separation of the samples at different temporal scales: by month (BrayCurtis, PERMANOVA R 2 = 0.51, p < 0.001) and by season (Bray-Curtis, PERMANOVA R 2 = 0.31, p < 0.001, Figure S10 ). Spring and winter samples were more dissimilar than those of summer or autumn. The reasons for this pattern are uncertain but could be related to higher date to date environmental variability or to the mixing of the water column that occurs during winter in this station [66] .
Community structure was strongly linked to day length, temperature, salinity, phototrophic nanoflagellate abundance, chlorophyll a and silicate concentration, as revealed by distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA; Fig. 3 , PERMANOVA p < 0.01, Supplementary Information 4) , which explained 51.4% of the variation with the first two axis explaining 43.6%. In particular, late spring and early summer samples were mostly influenced by day length and temperature, whereas autumn samples were partially influenced by salinity (Fig. 3) . Day length has previously been shown to explain the seasonal variability of the bulk bacterioplankton [8] and AAP community structure [29] , but the mechanisms underlying this relationship are unclear. Interestingly, a group of samples from winter and spring appeared to be heavily influenced by the presence of ASVs (ASV8, ASV14, and ASV46) belonging to phylogroup E (Rhodobacter-like, Figure S11 ), by the abundance of phototrophic nanoflagellate and by the concentration of chlorophyll a (Fig. 3) , which could be related to the phytoplankton spring bloom that typically occurs in February-March in Blanes [67] . The summer samples were associated to the high contribution of gammaproteobacterial ASV1 and the fall/early-winter cluster to more diverse communities of other gammaproteobacterial ASVs ( Figure S11) .
Finally, to explore the recurrence of the communities, the Bray-Curtis similarity between samples was plotted against the time lag resulting in the so-called time-decay curve (Fig. 4) [6, 68] . In our study, the assemblage was maintained over time with a median similarity of 0.45, with 6-month oscillations from the yearly maximum (~0.55) to the minimum (~0.39) values. These results indicate that AAP communities are under strong environmental selection that leads to a high seasonal behavior and translates into yearly repeatable communities. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the recurrence of a functional group of planktonic organisms, defined by a marker gene, has been demonstrated. Comparing the results to the 16S rRNA data from the SPOT and the Western Channel time series, we observe that the seasonal turnover at SPOT is less clear than in our location, and an initial decay of similarity is observed reaching a later plateau over time. In the Western Channel, the seasonality is equally marked but the initial decay is even more pronounced than in SPOT (see Fig. 2 in [69] ). A possible explanation for these differences is that our comparison accounts only for a highly seasonal sub-community (as these organisms are able to use light, and light varies seasonally) while the overall bacterial/prokaryotic community responds to more variables. Further analyses with other functional genes should help understand whether these patterns are robust for distinct groups. 
Patterns of co-occurrence
A co-occurrence network was built with 127 ASVs present in >5 samples and 14 environmental variables, presenting 70 nodes and 142 edges after filtering by local similarity and significance (LS ≥ 0.5, p < 0.001) (Fig. 5) . Noteworthy, most of the ASVs retained in the network were seasonal (46 out of 61) (see below). In terms of topology, the network presents one large cluster and other four minor clusters, being the largest one formed by 54 nodes mainly containing ASVs from phylogroups K and E, displaying multiple interactions with various ecosystem variables (temperature, day length, and the abundance of phototrophic picoeukaryotes and nanoflagelates). Temperature was the variable presenting the largest number of the interactions (14) , most of them being delayed one month. Out of these, many were of negative nature with Gammaproteobacteria-like ASVs that lower their relative abundance during summer (for example ASV26, 10, 11) while others were positive with ASVs that dominate the AAP community during this season (ASV1). Interestingly, many positive and negative interactions exist between various ASVs of phylogroup K and G and the abundance of phototrophic eukaryotes but none with other phylogroups such as phylogroup E or Sphingomonas-like. Strong biotic relationships between AAP species and phytoplankton have been reported, particularly with dinoflagellates [70, 71] and large fractions of particleattached AAP bacteria have been observed in various marine environments [72, 73] . Here, we focused on the freeliving fraction of AAPs but further interaction network analyses using both free-living and particle-attached AAP bacteria in combination with phototrophic eukaryotic species data would allow to deeper investigate these biotic relationships.
The majority of correlations occurred within rather than between phylogroups as previously observed [28] ; yet, whereas some groups presented mainly positive intergroup interactions (phylogroup E or Sphingomonas-like), phylogroup K showed positive and negative interactions between its ASVs. As an example, a clear negative correlation between ASV1-ASV26 and ASV10-ASV35, all of them being part of phylogroup K, can be observed in Fig. 5 . We also noticed that various ASVs of phylogroup E, such as ASV14 and ASV8 (Alphaproteobacteria-like), were positively related among them while presenting negative associations with ASVs from phylogroup K (Gammaproteobacteria-like ASV30 and ASV35). Negative correlations between phylogroup K and phylogroup G (also Alphaproteobacteria-like) had previously been reported [28, 29] . These data thus point towards intergroup competition between members of the Alpha-and Gammaproteobacteria-like AAPs.
Looking at the interactions within closely related ASVs, i.e. those forming the same OTU, we observed multiple connections between them, for example, among ASV1, ASV2, and ASV15, all belonging to OTU1 or ASV14, ASV65 and ASV175, all forming OTU14. Nevertheless, network analysis revealed that sometimes there is a dissociation of these closely related ASVs, as seen for ASV17 and ASV27, belonging to OTU1 which do not present connections with other ASVs from the same OTU. These observations support the idea that ASVs may represent individual AAP ecotypes encompassing distinct ecological patterns and reflects the usefulness of breaking apart sequence clusters into variants in order to dig into the ecology of these organisms.
Seasonality at the fine scale
The seasonality of each ASV was measured by evaluating if their relative abundance distribution presented a significant periodicity (Fisher G-test) through the long-term time series, and if so, by comparing them at different levels of resolution: across closely related sequences (ASVs) and across sequence clusters (OTUs and phylogroups). Seasonal patterns (p < 0.01) were present in 58 out of 127 ASVs analyzed (those ASVs present in >5 samples), affiliated to phylogroups K (44 ASVs), E (9) and G (2), J (1) and the unclassified group (2) ( Table 1, Supplementary Table 3) . In order to discard that potential amplification artifacts could influence the observed ASV seasonal trends, we mapped representative ASVs from the prevailing phylogroups E, G, and K to the metagenomic sequences and compared the seasonal behavior in both datasets, obtaining a remarkable good concordance ( Figure S9 ).
The seasonal ASVs corresponded to 92% of the total read counts, and 83.4% of the counts corresponded to phylogroup K (Gammaproteobacteria). All periodicities found were of 1 year, with the exception of ASV152 (Gammaproteobacteria), that presented a periodicity of 2 years. Some of these ASVs always presented relative contributions above 1% regardless of season (all from phylogroup K), some presented values above 1% in a specific Figure S12 -S15). In fact, most ASVs presented an opportunistic behavior, with low contribution to total community composition during the decade and peaking occasionally. Various studies of the whole bacterioplankton community have observed this variety of strategies coexisting within a given clade [6, 55, 74] . Our results reveal that this trend is maintained for this specific functional assemblage, with a few prevalent ecotypes and a larger pool of specialized ASVs, i.e. appearing within specific environmental conditions, within each phylum.
Comparing among the seasonal ASVs, we distinguished different behaviors. For example, ASVs divergent enough to form distinct OTUs but belonging to the same phylogroup did not always follow the same distribution (Fig. 6a) ; e.g. for phylogroup K, the annual maxima of ASV1 occurred during June and July with a minimum in February/March, whereas ASV10 presents the opposite distribution. Contrarily, most ASVs belonging to phylogroups G and E followed a similar trend among them, with their maxima in March, being ASV86 an exception presenting a maximum in September (not shown). Looking at a further level of resolution, i.e., comparing the seasonality of closely related ASVs (that would form the same OTU), we observed that these generally displayed similar temporal patterns although some notable exceptions existed. An example is represented in Fig. 6b in which the seasonal periodicities of five closely related ASVs, all corresponding to OTU1, are plotted together. In this figure, a slight succession of the summer maxima can be observed (ASV2 peaking before ASVs 33 and 1, with ASV57 afterwards), being all these only 1 nucleotide different among them. Yet, ASV128 (presenting a distance of 4 nucleotides to OTU1) displays a different distribution peaking during winter. The existence of divergent distributions of ASVs composing the same OTU demonstrates the need to break apart the clusters of related sequences, since these can hide distinct ecological patterns. Furthermore, while the previous AAP temporal studies provided insights of the inter-annual community structure, this is the first study that identifies the long-term tendencies of individual ecotypes. At the other end, when we explored the seasonality at the phylogroup level, we found that phylogroup K as a whole did not present a statistically significant seasonal pattern (p > 0.01) (Figure S16-S17) . The disparity of distributions of the various sequences within may be the reason of the loss of a significant signal when computing seasonality at the group level. Contrarily, the autocorrelograms showed phylogroup E presenting a high value (max. 0.34 over a year), followed by phylogroup J (Figure S16B ). These results could indicate a higher degree of ecotype differentiation in gammaproteobacterial phylogroup K as compared to alphaproteobacterial phylogroups E and G. A possible explanation is that phylogroup K is phylogenetically broader (based on the 16S rRNA gene sequences) as compared to phylogroups E and G, resulting in more variable tendencies within it. Further analyses including the genomic context with the assignation of sequence variants to metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) or genome sequencing of new isolates of phylogroup K, would help splitting this phylogroup into smaller phylogenetic clusters, perhaps showing ecological coherence. Lehours et al. [27] recently tested the ecological consistency of the AAP bacteria across different oceanic regions and, interestingly, identified clades with good ecological and phylogenetic coherence. Our temporal analyses add a new level of complexity by showing that, despite a certain degree of consistency exists, highly similar ASVs can present very different seasonal distributions that could translate into different ecology.
Concluding remarks
This work shows that the AAPs present a peak of diversity during winter, contrary to their abundance, and that gammaproteobacterial AAPs are the prevalent members of the community in the Mediterranean Sea year-round. Our results also evidence that the AAP assemblages show seasonal patterns repeatable over long periods of time. This study also demonstrates that PCR-free metagenomics and amplicon-based approaches perform in a comparable fashion in recovering major AAP groups and that the seasonal patterns observed through amplicon sequencing are robust. Interestingly, distinct seasonal behaviors were observed within the same phylogroup and even within different ASVs conforming the same OTU. In contrast to the recent spatial study of Lehours et al. [27] , in which they reported ecological cohesiveness when comparing contrasting biomes, we found that the different AAP phylotypes do not appear as coherent when studying their seasonal behavior and seem to be rather composed of different ecotypes with distinctive temporal niche partitioning. Overall, these results show that the analysis of long time series allows exploring in-depth patterns of a highly dynamic microbial group and provides a framework for modeling their ecological role in relation to seasonality of marine carbon cycling.
